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Salmon Arm



The fountain in Lake McGuire is what you see on the 
right when you’re braking into town on the downhill slope 

of the Trans-Canda Highway with a semi on your tail.  

Salmon Arm is a town of 
16,000 centred in south central 
B.C. - the regional hub of the 
Shuswap.  And like many small 
towns in this province, it has a
lot going for it and it’s had some bad                                                  
things done to it.  

Its natural attributes are apparently so                        
plentiful that people here sometimes take nature for            
granted: turning their back on it, paving it over, or, oddly,   
ignoring its presence altogether, even when money is to be made.

Salmon Arm



This is the regional hospital: the 
biggest, newest building overlooking 

the park: immediately next to the 
pathway, within feet of the water. This 

building is effectively in the park.

So what were 
they thinking?

Look, for instance, at development around Lake McGuire.



The park is a gem surrounded by dross: parking lots, 
boarded-up buildings, blandness.  What a waste, given the 
value this amenity would provide to those who might live 
next to it if they could find well-designed housing facing  

the lake.  Which they can’t.



A trail runs from Lake 
McGuire along Turner 
Creek, connecting the 
upland subdivisions and 
community college with a 
green link to downtown.  

Hardly anyone seems to 
know about it, there’s 
almost no signage, the 
connections are obscure.  
Most astonishingly, new 
housing facing on to the 
greenway ignores it: cars 
get a better view than the 
residents.  



But imagine this, two blocks from the busiest 
part of town - a wetlands flyway with 230 
species of birds, a preserve of grasslands and 
fish habitat - where contact with nature is 
constant, always changing and intimate.  



The city has just built 
half a kilometre of 
elevated walkway -
the Foreshore 
Promenade - a few 
feet above the 
wetlands, giving 
residents access to 
over 50 acres of 
Nature Trust     
preserve.



Above is the view from the 
recently built hotel and confer-
ence centre, the anchor for the 
mixed-use development being 
built to urban densities that is 
pulling Salmon Arm towards the 
lake, to the other side of the 
tracks, helping to reinvigorate the 
core of the city.

Earlier residential development 
privatized the shoreline; only a 
few dwellings benefited.  Here all 
have access.  This is the new 
image of Salmon Arm.



Last weekend, Business Improvement Associations around the 
province came here for their annual meeting.  Many represent 
struggling downtowns which have also been ignored, paved 

over and seen suburbia turn its back. Their main streets were 
built before the dominance of the automobile, the highway strip 

and the big box.  (Wal-Mart will soon be coming to Salmon 
Arm, or rather to the adjacent aboriginal lands, where it will not 

have  to pay city property taxes.)  

Some BIAs represent suburban centres like Whalley that are 
caught between the pressures of growth and decay.  Others 

are intensely urban and historic. 

All believe that people living downtown is a key to             
their success.   



It’s happening. Housing is coming back to the core;               
the city is investing in the public realm; developers are 
expected to contribute; designers are getting it right.  

To celebrate the city’s centennial, they’re building a 
public plaza on Ross Street, designed by KMBR, to 

replace some of the parking lot below.        

This says: we are confident in the future                       
of our downtown.



Environmental mitigation is even translating into               
bottom-line benefit.  

More people are making the connection between the 
preservation of nature, the Agricultural Land Reserve and 
the long-term health of their community, particularly the 

downtown.  They now see how opportunity comes from the 
constraints imposed by nature and the ALR – if the vision, 

will and resources are there.  In Salmon Arm, while it’s still a 
struggle, it looks like they’re beginning to get it right.  
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SYDNEYThis comes as a bit of a shock: one of the 
world’s most admired cities – Sydney – is 
considered by its leading newspaper to be 
in a state of crisis so profound that it has 
launched a campaign to help set it straight.   
The series starts this week, and no doubt a 
lot will sound familiar to us.

May 30, 2005

Today the Herald launches a campaign to fix 
Sydney. A campaign to fix its water, air, urban 
development and transport. It is time for a 
boldness lacking for 50 years.

Without that boldness Sydney is in danger of 
going nowhere fast, of squandering an enviable 
urban legacy and of severely curtailing our 
economic and civic success. This week we 
spell out how three decades of small thinking 
have brought us to a point where urgent action 
is needed. On Saturday we'll start on the 
solutions, many straightforward, many far-
sighted.

Click on the headline for the beginning of the series.  
Registration may be required. 

Crowded, polluted and a mess – the fix list 
for Sydney 

http://www.smh.com.au/news/National/Crowded-polluted-and-a-mess-8211-the-fix-list-for-Sydney/2005/05/29/1117305504228.html 


Thanks to John Atkin for these images of …. 

UNREALIZED VANCOUVER

John not only passes along this 
image of the 1963  waterfront 
freeway and the related Project 200 
proposal, but also a link to “a 
different perspective” – an essay 
comparing waterfront development in 
Halifax and Vancouver through the 
experience of Harold Bonner, the
project manager for both.  As written by Allan Bonner, his son, the failure of 
Project 200 reflected the ineptness of Vancouver, even an inferiority mindset.

“I find it interesting to note,” says John,  “the lack of awareness of what has 
happened in place of Project 200.” Would Vancouver have been a better 
place with a waterfront freeway, a demolished Gastown and no Coal Harbour 
Green?  Click here for the essay.  

http://www.allanbonner.com/weblog.htm


Price Tags 69 – Sullivan’s Neighbourhood

RE:SPONSE

I would be delighted if we could entice Vancouver’s decision-
makers at City Hall to live in Marpole if it would help to create a 
more livable neighbourhood. That might be the proof for your 
speculation.

If Downtown and the Downtown East Side are ‘the heart of the 
City’, I wonder what part of the anatomy describes the (real) 
South Vancouver?

Gudrun Langolf, Marpole

http://www.northwestwatch.org/publications/pricetags69.pdf


RE:SPONSE
Price Tags 68 – Freeway Dreams 
In 1955, Jim Wensley and myself were students at the UBC School 
of Architecture. We were seconded to unpack and hang the entries
for the Queen Elizabeth Theatre competition. We, of course, had a 
preview of all the entries.

In our naivety we selected Owtram's submission as the winner, 
relegating the eventual winner to the category of "safest." 

In later years I got to know the Montreal guys very well and 
admired them greatly.

Ron Nelson (retired architect)

Christopher Owtram’s 1960 proposal for a Lost Lagoon chapel

http://www.northwestwatch.org/publications/pricetags68.pdf
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